DECORATIVE SHELF INSTALLATION

Please Read
And Follow All
Installation
Instructions
Carefully

General

All Focal Point products are factory primed white. Use only quality latex or oil-based paints. Do not use lacquer paints. For a faster and easier project, paint or faux finish shelf prior to installation.

Recommended Tools: Screwdriver, Drill, 1/8” Drill Bit, Pencil, Level, Wood Glue

Hardware Enclosed: Screws, Wooden Hanger, Wooden Biscuits

1. Determine location of shelf on wall. While holding shelf up to wall make a mark at the center and both ends of the shelf for placement of wood hanger.

2. Remove shelf and measure 1” down from the center mark.

3. Locate studs between the end marks of the shelf. Center the wood hanger between the end marks and transfer stud marks to wood hanger. (If stud cannot be located use 1/4” wall anchor for added support)

4a. Drill 1/8” pilot hole into wood hanger at stud marks. Secure wood hanger, groove side up, tightly to wall with screws.

4b. Check to be sure the wood hanger is level.

5. Apply a small amount of glue to one edge of biscuit and evenly space biscuits into groove.

Optional: If using corbels (sold separately) with shelf attach to bottom of shelf with screws before installing on wall.

6. Apply small amount of glue on top edge of biscuits and position shelf into place using the end marks. Tap lightly to seat shelf. Make any adjustments to shelf placement before glue dries.